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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the chart-style video playback interface
PlayWatch; it displays a chart of semantic indices for locat-
ing video scenes. The main features of PlayWatch are: 1)
the user understands the distribution of the scenes because
PlayWatch shows the indices in order. 2) The user can ac-
cess a desired scene directly through the indices since they
also act as link buttons. This paper also describes the evalu-
ation of PlayWatch. Experiments on scene searching show
that PlayWatch is effective in accessing precisely indexed
scenes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the popularity of digital video equipment, such as
DVD players, we need tools that can index scenes and make
it easy to locate the desired scenes. Current indexing meth-
ods are not really useful as they are too coarse; they show
only the beginning of each chapter and so miss the segments
in each scene.

Even if detailed indices are available, there is the prob-
lem of how to display them. DVDs show the indices as fixed
thumbnails of the indexed scenes. If the detailed indices are
displayed using thumbnails, they would be so numerous that
the user would take too long to find anything.

The scene index is essentially composed of the time po-
sition of the scene in a video program and the scene descrip-
tion. The scene description is written in the characteristic
keyword that expresses the scene, such as names of actors or
events in the scene. If the descriptions are limited to the sev-
eral keywords about some specific scene features, the scene
indices can be categorized to the same number of categories
as the keywords. Displaying the indices by putting them in
order of the categories yields an easy to understand interface
even if there are many scene indices.

In this paper, we propose a chart-style video playback
interface, called PlayWatch, that visualizes indices as points
on a chart, the x-axis of which shows the time line while
the y-axis shows representations of the indices, e.g. scene
events. Because this chart orders the indices, users can bet-
ter understand the video program from the distribution of

the indices on the chart. Moreover, since the index points
are buttons that link to the indexed scenes in the video, users
can access the desired scenes rapidly. In this paper, we also
report the evaluation results of PlayWatch in terms of search
time.

2. RELATED WORK

Visual interfaces of indices have been researched for video
retrieval [1, 2]. They use scene or shot thumbnails to inform
the users of what the video consists of.

There are the other video browsing interfaces [3, 4, 5]
proposed for summarizing video programs. The newspaper-
like interface called Video Paper [5] is one of such inter-
faces. Video Paper expresses the scenes using indices, each
of which consists of a thumbnail and a descriptive text. Video
Paper can be useful for structured programs that consist of
many different scenes such as news programs, but it is not
suited for video programs that are not structured or that have
many detailed indexed scenes.

The user interface of video authoring systems [6, 7] and
video analysis systems [8, 9, 10] uses scene indexing to help
the user in understanding what each scene shows. In these
systems, the index thumbnails are mainly used to check
scene content, not to access the scenes.

Several interfaces that arrange semantic representations
on a time line have been proposed [11, 12, 13]. They are
intended to show the structures of the video programs and
are not designed to support retrieval by users.

3. INDEX CHART FOR VIDEO PLAYBACK

The index of the scene i(t,D) is represented by time posi-
tion t and scene description D. A scene description is an
explanation of the scene based on the 5W1H (what, who,
where, when, why and how) approach.

i(t,D) : index of the scene
t : time position of the scene

D = {dwhat, dwho, dwhere, dwhen, dwhy, dhow}
: description of the scene
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Fig. 1. Chart of indices: PlayWatch

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Charts of two different soccer games. (a) is a more
exciting game than (b). This can be found from the distri-
bution of the indices.

PlayWatch presents a chart of the indices: the x-axis
plots t while the y-axis shows scene description D as shown
in Figure 1. Figure 1 is an example that uses the “who” item
dwho from D as a scene description. PlayWatch also dis-
plays each scene description as a label for notifying user’s
classification of the indices.

The scene description is a keyword that determines the
characteristic of the scene; examples include the name of
an actor and an action such as “goal” in a soccer game. It
is clear that the suitable scene descriptions change with the
type of program. Moreover, while the user switches to a dif-
ferent scene description set for the same program if his/her
intention changes, the index chart needs to change its com-
position with the selected scene description set.

PlayWatch has two unique features. First, the PlayWatch
chart, like a musical score, allows users to acquire a lot
of information about the program such as which actors are
present and the frequency of their appearance. It is espe-
cially useful for sports programs; the index chart shows
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whether the game is exciting or not; if the index points
are widely separated, the events are not frequent. Figure
2 shows two charts of different soccer games. From this
figure, it is clear that (a) is a more exciting game than (b).

The second feature of PlayWatch is direct access to the
scenes because the index entries are buttons that allow the
user to jump to particular scenes.

These two features lead users to find the desired scene
rapidly because the users search the scene from scene dis-
tribution in the program and access the scene directly with
a simple button click.

4. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

We constructed PlayWatch as an Internet application for
broadband networks. PlayWatch will be applied to video
programs including live sports events so it was developed
as a real time system.

Figure 3 shows the system configuration. The operator
initially inputs the scene descriptions from the input termi-
nal. Since the scene descriptions are semantic information,
they are difficult for automatic methods to acquire precisely.
Moreover, the scene descriptions may need to be input in
real time or quasi-real time to handle live events such as the
replacement of one player with another.

The operator inputs one or more of the 5W1H items of
each scene. If the candidates of scene descriptions are pre-
defined, the description is input from such candidates by
selecting it from a menu using our input tool [14]. The de-
scription input together with the input time yields the index
data.

The scene descriptions of an offline program can be de-
rived from the metadata of the program such as MPEG-7
[15]. The text annotation of MPEG-7 and its media time
position are converted into a scene index.

The system was implemented on the WWW. Here, the
chart is created in layered HTML using the interface maker
of a CGI program written in perl. The coordinates of index
points are determined by the time position and the scene



Table 1. Examples of retrieval tasks.
Type Examples

Search for a scene
Find the first goal scene.
Find the starting kick-off scene of the match.
Find the final scene of the match.

Jump to a particular
time position

What is the name of the player who enters the game as a replacement 8 minutes into the program?
What is the name of the player who make the goal about 10 minutes after the program started?
What is the name of the player who make the first goal about 4 minutes into the program?

description of the scene index data. The label is also written
by the scene description. These objects are overlayed on
the chart in HTML. The index points are set up as hyper
links to call each scene from the VOD (Video on Demand)
system. Therefore, the chart is made dynamically from the
descriptions, different sets of which can be selected by the
user according to his/her intention.

5. EVALUATION

We compared PlayWatch to conventional interfaces in an
experiment. Several subjects searched for scenes in a futsal1

program. In the experiment, we gave the subjects two types
of problems and timed them until the answers were given.
The subjects were three males and six females ranging in
age from 20 to 40 years old. Their occupations included
company employees, housewives, and students. They had
no experience in using PlayWatch, only basic skills in oper-
ating personal computers running the Windows PC operat-
ing system.

Considering that the main purpose of scene searching is
to find a particular scene and then jump to that scene, we
gave the subjects two kinds of problems as shown in Table
1. The tasks consisted of; “search for a scene” task (scene
retrieval) and “jump to a particular time position” task (time
access).

The same tasks were also conducted using the movie
player shown in Figure 4 (a) and the scene thumbnail inter-
face in Figure 4 (b). The movie player offered a time slider
for jumping to an arbitrary time position and the thumbnail
interface offered scene thumbnails for showing the scene
image and jumping to the scene. Since thumbnails were
generated from the images at scene changes, the time po-
sitions of indices differed from those of the thumbnail in-
terface and PlayWatch. We compared the search times re-
quired by the three methods.

According to Figure 5, PlayWatch was most effective in
finding scenes from keywords (scene retrieval). Moreover,
five of the subjects could execute this task within 15 seconds
with PlayWatch, and no less than three could do it within

1Futsal is the mini-version of soccer that is played between two teams
of 5 players.
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Fig. 4. Movie player (Apple QuickTime player) and thumb-
nail interface compared to PlayWatch.
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Fig. 5. Retrieval result with the scene retrieval tasks.



only 10 seconds. This is because PlayWatch showed se-
mantic indices that allowed the subjects to access the scene
directly.

However, PlayWatch was the slowest at jumping to a
particular time position (time access). Although the name
of player was narrated in the video, there was no index to
indicate a time position of the narration with PlayWatch.
Moreover, the PlayWatch chart used in the experiments al-
lowed jumping to only a selected index or one minute in-
tervals, so the subjects had to wait to hear the narration to
answer the problem after jumping.

Although the thumbnail interface has the same waiting
restriction as PlayWatch, it was fastest at finding the answer.
This is considered to be because it allowed the subjects to
jump to specific scenes while checking the time position by
character and the scene by image; PlayWatch did not show
the time position by character.

This result shows that visual and character information
of a scene is important in locating scenes. Although the
effectiveness of PlayWatch was confirmed, we believe it is
necessary to show visual and character information such as
thumbnails and to add fast forwarding and rewinding play-
back controls to make it easier to find scenes with Play-
Watch.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed the chart-style video playback interface
PlayWatch. PlayWatch plots scene indices on a 2D chart.
The chart allows users to realize the intensity of action in a
video and its contents. The user can jump directly to a scene
indicated by an index point by simply clicking on it.

From an experiment conducted to evaluate how quickly
users could locate a scene, PlayWatch was found to be highly
effective in accessing scenes by precise keywords. We in-
tend to extend PlayWatch by adding thumbnails as well as
nonlinear playback functions.
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